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Background

Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz and Andrew Charlton in their paper ‘Right to Trade: Rethinking the Aid for Trade Agenda’, prepared for the Commonwealth Secretariat, argue that there are significant elements of global trade policy regimes constraining the ability of developing countries in participating in international trade. According to them, the Doha Development Round has ‘almost faded away’ with not much prospect for achieving a pro-development liberalisation of the multilateral trading system. The authors therefore suggest that a ‘new and novel approach’ should be adopted to address the underlying unfairness of the global system. Specifically, they call for ‘a right to trade’ and ‘a right to development’ to be ‘enshrined in WTO rules and enforced through its dispute settlement mechanism’.

This issue of Commonwealth Trade Hot Topics examines the issues associated with operationalisation of the Stiglitz-Charlton proposals for incorporating right to trade and development into the rules-based multilateral trading system.

Main features of the Stiglitz-Charlton proposals

The Stiglitz-Charlton proposals are based on two elements. First, the ‘right to trade and right to development of developing countries’, particularly those that are least developed countries (LDCs), should be made an integral part of the World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute settlement system. Incorporation of these into the WTO framework would allow bringing cases for consideration under the dispute settlement procedures, even in cases where the policy-specific measures undertaken by advanced countries are otherwise justifiable under WTO rules but affect adversely the efforts made by LDCs for poverty alleviation.

Second, they suggest the establishment of a global financial facility for the purpose of consolidating Aid for Trade (AfT) into a more logical framework that ensures transparency and a competitive process for the disbursement of aid. Even though these two rights are considered to be mutually supportive, there are differences both in their scopes and objectives.
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The publication of the study has generated lively debate among the stakeholders on the proposals. Many have reacted favourably, while others, particularly trade policy officials with expertise in WTO procedures, and specialists in international trade law argue that further examination and cautious approaches may be necessary in considering these proposals.

Main features of WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding

The main provisions relating to dispute settlement are contained in Article XXIII – on nullification and impairment – of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) 1994 which inter alia provide that member countries could bring disputes for settlement not only in cases where (i) there is failure on the part of a member country to abide by its obligations, but also (ii) in cases where measures applied are consistent with the rules, if they cause nullification and impairment of the benefits accruing to them.

That Understanding on Dispute Settlement (DSU) which was adopted in 1995 when the WTO was established, lays down procedures and rules that should be followed in the settlement of disputes raised in pursuance of the above provisions. It calls on countries to resolve their differences through consultations on bilateral or plurilateral basis before bringing disputes to the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) for settlement (DSU Article 4). The parties to the dispute are further encouraged to use the ‘good offices’ of conciliators and mediators or the Director-General to assist them in arriving at a satisfactory solution (DSU Article 5).

The formal dispute settlement procedures are triggered after the complaining country considers that efforts to find solution through consultation and conciliation have failed and requests for the establishment of a panel in a meeting of the DSB consisting of all WTO members. The Body is under a binding obligation to establish a panel and call on the Secretariat to determine its membership in consultation with the parties to the dispute. It is open to the parties to the dispute to appeal to the Appellate Body against findings and recommendations of the panel. Although the losing party and others are free to express their opinions, the rules impose a binding obligation on the losing party to implement the recommendations made by the WTO judicial bodies, within a reasonable period of time.

In the majority of instances, the member countries losing the cases and found to be in breach of obligations take steps to bring the aggrieved measures in conformity with the recommendations within a reasonable period of time. However, if it appears to the winning member that the losing member may not be able to comply with the recommendations made within such period, the DSU gives it two rights. It may request the losing party for compensation and if this is not granted, request the DSB to authorise the aggrieved party to take retaliatory measures. The rules envisage that such retaliatory actions imposing restrictions on trade or involving suspension of concession can be taken on cross-sector and cross-Agreement bases. For instance for breach of obligations in trade in goods, it is open to an aggrieved country to apply restrictive measures not only in the goods sectors but also under other Agreements such as General Agreement on Trade In Services (GATS) and Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

Special provisions relating to the settlement of the ‘non-violation’ cases

The procedures described above apply to disputes which are brought to the WTO for settlement involving breach of law as well as in cases where the complaining country has alleged that the benefits accruing to it under the system have been nullified by the measures taken by another country even though they do not conflict with the provisions of the WTO Agreements. Article 26 of the DSU however puts limits on the relief which the panels and the Appellate Body could provide to the complaining country in ‘non-violation cases’ where nullification of benefits has occurred, even though there is no violation of WTO law.

- In cases where nullification of benefits is established but there is no breach of obligation on the part of respondent country, the panels and Appellate Body are restrained from requiring it to withdraw the measure causing nullification and impairment. The maximum they can do ‘in such cases’ is to recommend that ‘the Member concerned make a mutually satisfactory adjustment’ in the offending measure that would facilitate the trade of the winning complaining country.

- If such efforts to find a solution by making adjustment in the applicable measures do not succeed, it is open to one of the parties to the dispute to request for the appointment of an arbitrator for ‘the determination of the level of
benefits that have been impaired’. The arbitrator could also be requested to make suggestions on ‘ways and means of reaching a mutually satisfactory adjustment’ in the measures applied, in order to secure satisfactory settlement of the dispute. The provisions however clarify that the recommendations of the arbitrator shall not be binding on the parties.

**Special provisions for developing countries**

It is important to note that as mentioned earlier, the Understanding recognises that the emphasis it places on settling disputes primarily through strict legal interpretation of the applicable rules may put the developing countries in a disadvantageous situation, particularly in disputes brought by them against developed countries. Article 3:12 of the Understanding therefore provides an option to a developing country to request the DSB that in such cases, the provisions prescribed by the 5th April Decision should be applicable. The Decision enables a developing country, where it considers that the benefits occurring to it are being nullified as a result of the measures taken by a developed country, to request the Director-General to use his good offices for finding solutions. This provision has however been invoked by developing countries only in one instance since the DSU was adopted in 1995. In 2007, Colombia made use of it in order to secure an early settlement of its longstanding dispute on bananas with the European Union.

**Experience of the settlement of non-violation cases**

Since most of the cases that may be brought by the LDCs under the Stiglitz-Charlton proposals would claim nullification of benefits even though there was no breach of obligation, it would be appropriate to note briefly the experience of examination of such cases by the panels.

Indeed, very few cases have been brought for settlement since the GATT was established in 1948 when nullification or impairment was claimed even though there was no specific infringement of the rules. The complaining countries had alleged in most such cases that the benefits of the tariff concessions they had obtained from another country by making in return equivalent concessions were being nullified by it, by the application of internal policy measures. The measures complained of included grant of subsidies to domestic producers, the governmental regulations relating to distribution of imported products and imposition of unreasonably strict health standards. In recent years, it has been found not necessary to resort to the non-violation provisions as in most of these non-tariff measure areas legal frameworks have been developed.

It would appear that in all these cases, which have come to be called ‘non-violation cases’, the panels had shown reluctance to agree to the claim of nullification or impairment by the complaining country solely on the ground that the measures applied by the importing country were resulting in loss of trade. The few cases based on the ‘non-violation provisions’ in which panels had ruled in favour of the complainant were those in which it was possible for them to find some legal loophole such as breach of MFN (most favoured nation) or other obligations to extend the ‘non-discrimination’ principle, in the application of domestic regulations.

It is also important to note that, as stated earlier, the relief which is available to the complaining country when a non-violation case is successful is much weaker than is the case where its legal rights are violated. In the latter cases, where breach of legal obligation is involved, the panels or the Appellate Body can require the member which is in breach of obligation to bring the measure in conformity with WTO law.

The practical difficulties which are faced by the complaining countries in establishing nullification and impairment, and by the WTO judiciary bodies in dealing with non-violation cases, have resulted in trade policy experts and academicians involved in research work in WTO law and practice to express serious reservations on the recommendations made by economists to use non-violation provisions of the WTO to secure the removal of barriers to trade. They also consider that as the results in such cases are likely to be uncertain – and that the remedies available in the case of favourable decisions are weak – the effort and the time required in raising and pursuing such cases would be in most instances inappropriate and unjustifiable by the results. These considerations resulted in the 2012 WTO annual report to observe that since ‘non-violation cases are difficult to establish, they are at present seldom pursued’.2

---

Special procedures that should be adopted for the examination of complaints brought by LDCs

Taking into account the above it is evident that the LDCs may be able to take advantage of the WTO dispute settlement system only if some improvements are made by adopting ‘special procedures’ that aim at settling such disputes through mediation and conciliation. To provide the basis for further discussion, an outline of such special procedures, elaborating on the provisions in the DSU relating to the settlement of disputes between developing and developed countries, is provided below.

- The Sub-committee on Least Developed Countries shall be used as a forum for discussions and consultations that are required under the provisions of Article 4 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding before the disputed issues are formally raised for settlement in the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). One of the major advantages of integrating the Sub-committee in the work on dispute settlement would be that it would allow the complaining country or countries to get support of other LDCs and make, if possible, a joint complaint to the DSB.

- Any such complaint should be accompanied by detailed studies identifying the specific measures applied by the developed country, which though not in breach of that country’s obligations under the WTO law are resulting in complaining LDCs not being able to take full advantage of their benefits under the WTO system in developing trade – and thus adversely affecting their efforts to promote development and to alleviate poverty. Such background studies should also include estimates of loss in trade that is resulting from the application of the measures.

- Immediately after the receipt of the complaint, the Sub-committee shall constitute a Working Group consisting of ten to twelve members, the least developed countries making the complaint and the developed country against which complaint is made for consideration of the complaint and finding a solution that is acceptable to both the parties to the dispute.

- If the Working Group fails to find a solution within a period of four months of its constitution, the complaining LDCs may raise the matter in the DSB. Instead of the provisions of DSU, the procedures prescribed by the Decision on Conciliation adopted in 1966 shall be applicable to the examination of such complaint and it would be open to the complaining least developed country/countries to request the Director-General or any other office bearer for their good offices for mediation and conciliation.

- It should be agreed that the panels appointed should consist of five persons and include at least two persons with experience of work in the field of economic and social development. In addition, guidelines should be adopted for ensuring that the Appellate Body is able to draw on the advice of such experts in considering such disputes.

- In cases where the developed country fails to implement the decision of the panel and the Appellate Body, within a reasonable period of time, the Dispute Settlement Body may, at the request of the LDCs winning the case, require it to pay financial compensation in the form of Aid for Trade. Such compensation may include contribution for the loss of trade which has occurred in the past five years or so as well as the loss that is expected to occur in future, as a result of the continued application of the measures.

It is important to note that the adoption of special procedures described above for operationalising the Stiglitz-Charlton proposals would need not only modifications in the procedures followed by the Sub-committee on LDCs and in some of the provisions of the DSU but also in its basic approach in some areas.

The DSU for instance gives a right to the aggrieved party to request for compensation, or to take retaliatory action, if it appears that the losing party is reluctant to implement the recommendations made by the panel or the Appellate Body, within a reasonable period of time. The rules, however, emphasise that both making a request for compensation and its acceptance are ‘voluntary’ acts on the part of the parties to the dispute. The rules further provide that ‘compensation, if granted, shall be consistent with the covered (i.e. WTO) agreements’. As WTO Agreements lay down rules which countries should follow in their trade relations with one another, all of the compensation agreements that have been negotiated so far, between the parties to the dispute, have taken the form of providing improved market access to the losing country in the markets of the winning country.
for products of export interest to it, to compensate for the loss of trade it is suffering because of non-implementation of the recommendations.

However, there has been one case in recent years – Brazil versus the USA on cotton subsidies – where the losing developed country has agreed to pay financial compensation for not being able to implement the recommendations of the DSB within a reasonable period of time. The decision to pay such compensation was however taken by the USA not under the provisions in the DSU described above relating to negotiations of compensation agreements, but to dissuade Brazil from applying the retaliatory measures which it had announced. The measures provided for, in addition to increase in tariffs on 102 items of imports from the USA, withdrawal of the protection for the US intellectual property rights under the TRIPS Agreement. As the USA considered that the proposed measures would seriously harm its pharmaceutical industry, it persuaded Brazil not to apply the retaliatory measures by agreeing inter alia to establish a fund of US$147 million to finance technical assistance to Brazil to build capacity in the cotton sector.3

The implications of the proposal made by Stiglitz and Charlton that the DSB should authorise payment of financial compensation to LDCs winning their cases would therefore have to be considered taking into account the relevant applicable provisions in DSU and the experience of their application, which emphasise that:

- The decision on whether to request for compensation is a voluntary decision on the part of the parties to the dispute.
- The compensation offered should be consistent with the objectives of the WTO Agreements.
- The compensation offered so far has generally taken the form of improved market access for the products of the winning country in the market of the losing country.
- Financial compensation was offered only in one case since the coming into existence of the GATT-WTO system and that too for persuading the winning country from taking retaliatory action.

According to some commentators, it may be desirable to consider LDCs using the non-violation provisions to secure the removal of barriers to trade applied by not only developed countries but also emerging economies and other relatively advanced developing countries.

### Right to development

The discussion so far has centred on how the right to trade of LDCs could be made operational under the WTO system. Stiglitz and Charlton (2013) argue that the WTO system should also recognise LDCs’ right to development. Under this right it would be open to LDCs to request the DSB to exempt them from abiding by some or all of the obligations under various agreements.

However, there could be serious doubts as to whether a country can invoke dispute settlement procedures to secure exemption from abiding by obligations which a particular Agreement imposes. The main function of the WTO panels and Appellate Body is to consider disputes where a member country complains that other members have adopted measures that nullify its expected benefits from the WTO system. They cannot go into the question whether the law that is adopted by consensus by member countries is fair or reasonable from the point of some countries on account of their lower stage of development.

The appropriate solution for the consideration of such a request – as suggested by Ismail (2007) – would be to establish a separate high-level mechanism or committee consisting of senior officials, to consider at policy level requests by LDCs for exemption of certain or all rules of an agreement if such a request is properly justified by development interests.4

From the above analysis, it is obvious that the issues that arise in operationalising Stiglitz-Charlton proposals would need further careful examination and discussion involving senior policy-makers, WTO trade negotiators, and experts in trade law.

---


This Trade Hot Topic is brought out by the International Trade Policy (ITP) Section of the Economic Policy Division of the Commonwealth Secretariat, which is the main intergovernmental agency of the Commonwealth – an association of 53 independent states, comprising large and small, developed and developing, landlocked and island economies – facilitating consultation and co-operation among member governments and countries in the common interest of their peoples and in the promotion of international consensus-building.

ITP is entrusted with the responsibilities of undertaking policy-oriented research and advocacy on trade and development issues and providing informed inputs into the related discourses involving Commonwealth members. The ITP approach is to scan the trade and development landscape for areas where orthodox approaches are ineffective or where there are public policy failures or gaps, and to seek heterodox approaches to address those. Its work plan is flexible to enable quick response to emerging issues in the international trading environment that impact particularly on highly vulnerable Commonwealth constituencies – lease developed countries (LDCs), small states and sub-Saharan Africa.

**Scope of ITP Work**

ITP undertakes activities principally in three broad areas:

- It supports Commonwealth developing members in their negotiation of multilateral and regional trade agreements that promote development friendly outcomes, notably their economic growth through expanded trade.

- It conducts policy research, consultations and advocacy to increase understanding of the changing international trading environment and of policy options for successful adaptation.

- It contributes to the processes involving the multilateral and bilateral trade regimes that advance more beneficial participation of Commonwealth developing country members, particularly, small states and LDCs and sub-Saharan Africa.

**ITP Recent Activities**

ITPs most recent activities focus on assisting member states in their negotiations under the WTO’s Doha Round and various regional trading arrangements, undertaking analytical research on a range of trade policy, emerging trade-related development issues, and supporting workshops/dialogues for facilitating exchange of ideas, disseminating informed inputs, and consensus-building on issues of interest to Commonwealth members.

**Selected Recent Meetings/Workshops supported by ITP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-6 May 2014</td>
<td>Regional Meeting on ‘WTO and Post Bali Agenda for Asia’ in Dhaka, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-29 April 2014</td>
<td>Regional Meeting on ‘WTO and Post Bali Agenda for West Africa’ in Accra, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-25 April 2014</td>
<td>Regional Meeting on ‘WTO and Post Bali Agenda for Asia’ in East Africa’, Nairobi, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11 December 2013</td>
<td>Regional Workshop on South-South Trade and Regional Value Chains in Sub-Saharan Africa held in Nairobi, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 December 2013</td>
<td>WTO MC9 side event: Discussion Session on the Future of Aid for Trade held in Bali, Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2013</td>
<td>WTO MC9 side event: UNCTAD-Commonwealth session on Reflections on Global Trade: From Doha to Bali and Beyond held in Bali, Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-27 October 2013</td>
<td>International Conference on Upcoming Ninth WTO Ministerial in Bali: Securing the LDCs Deliverables held in Dhaka, Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26 September 2013</td>
<td>ACP Brainstorming Meeting on the 9th WTO Ministerial Conference and the Post-Bali Framework held in Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4 September 2013</td>
<td>6th South Asia Economic Summit (VI SAES) held in Colombo, Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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